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ABSTRACT 

The 1915 Çanakkale Bridge located at the Northeastern end of the Çanakkale strait in Türkiye is a 
three-span suspension bridge having a main span length of 2023m, which is the longest one in the 
world, and a side span length of 770m. Two main cables formed by parallel wire strands are arranged 
apart from each other by 38m. For the erection of main cables with 144 strands (148 strands in side 
spans) and 18,288 wires (18,796 in side spans), the Prefabricated Parallel Wire Strand (PPWS) 
method has been adopted. Each strand contains 127 galvanized high-strength steel wires with a tensile 
strength of 1,960 MPa and a diameter of 5.75mm. The strands in the saddle sections are pre-shaped 
in a rectangular shape with aiming at improving quality and expediting the main cable erection work 
by excluding on-site shaping. The construction area has a very strong wind effect, so the order of 
strand construction was established to minimize the effect of galloping during strand erection. GNSS 
surveying was adopted as the main method of geometry control of the reference strand. GNSS 
surveying is advantageous for long-distance surveying in that the error does not increase according 
to the survey. Since the erected strands move continuously by wind and temperature, the use of the 
average coordinate value of a certain time was adopted improving the measurement accuracy. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

The 1915 Çanakkale Bridge is the world’s longest main span suspension bridge with its main
span of 2,023 m and the world tallest towered suspension bridge with its peak point at 334 meters, as 
shown in Figure 1. The total suspended deck is 3,563 m and it is continuous between the two side 
span piers. The main cables deviate at the side-span piers toward the cable anchorages which are 
below the girders of the approach bridges. The anchor spans of the main cable between the side span 
pier and the splay saddle are 250m at European side and 350m at Asian side. The cables are anchored 
by gravity anchor blocks. The main span of 2023 meters symbolizes the 100th anniversary of the 

Republic of Türkiye. The tower height of 318 meters above sea level symbolizes the 18th of March, 
Çanakkale Naval Victory in 1915, a critical date in the Türkiye nation’s battle during World War I.

Figure 1: Bridge Layout

2 MAIN CABLE 

The composition of the main cable is shown in Table 1, and the total weight of the main cable 
is 33,108 tons. As shown in Figure 2, the strands of the general section have a hexagonal arrangement 
as conventional, and the saddle section was pre-shaped into a rectangle at the factory and brought to 
the site in order to shorten the shaping work schedule at the site. 

Table 1 Main Cable Composition 
Item Main  Span Side Span

Strand Arrangement

Strand composition 1 strand = 5.75 mm wire × 127 nos 
No. of strand (/cable) 144 nos 148 nos
Cross sectional area 0.475 m2 0.488 m2

Diameter of  cable 869 mm (void ratio: 20%) 881 mm (void ratio: 20%)

a. wire arrangement in general section b. wire arrangement in saddle section

Figure 2: Wire Arrangement in a Strand


